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Introduction and background

Project overview

Background documents

Consultation

Lake Fred Tritton (including the Bush Tucker Gardens) is
the only district level park within the town of Richmond and
is located on the southern edge of the town centre. Both
the Lake and its surrounding parklands provide a popular
recreational destination for both the community and visitors.

The Richmond Shire Planning Scheme and the Richmond Sport and Recreation Plan (ROSS Planning, 2010) were reviewed, particularly
relevant sections that may have an impact or provide recommendations pertaining to Lake Fred Tritton.

Consultation was held with councillors, relevant council staff and Lake Fred Tritton
stakeholders, to identify any opportunities and issues pertaining to the site. Furthermore, a
community survey was distributed to the local residents, inviting them to provide input into
the master plan, particularly to gain information as to what they liked, did not like and would
like to see improved at Lake Fred Tritton.

The man-made lake is a popular destination for swimming,
fishing and skiing among other things. The surrounding
parkland has a number of recreation facilities including
picnic facilities, amenities, walking paths, play and exercise
equipment. The Bush Tucker Gardens to the north east of
the Lake showcases some native species which would have
provided bush tucker for the original inhabitants of the area.

Richmond Shire Council planning
Scheme

Lake Fred Tritton is primarily zoned “Open Space and Recreation”
with a small portion of land to the south zoned “Community
Purposes” and “Residential” to the west. Any proposed
development or activities must therefore comply with sections 37Community Purposes Zone and 28 - Open Space and Recreation
Zone, found within the Planning Scheme.

The Richmond Shire Council Sport and Recreation Plan (ROSS
Planning, 2010) “is an opportunity for council to maintain and build
upon the Shire’s diversity of sporting facilities, parks for locals and
visitors, play spaces for children and young people and pedestrian
paths”.
The plan provides guidance and recommendations for increased
sport and recreation opportunities within Richmond.
This document includes an asset condition audit, to which the
park embellishments and assets at the Lake Fred Tritton precinct
were considered “well and fit for purpose”, however the toilet block
appeared to have poor foundations and walls, thereby rendering
the building unsafe. (The toilet block has subsequently been
renovated)

Richmond Shire Council commissioned ROSS Planning
to prepare a master plan for Lake Fred Tritton and its
surrounding parkland. The purpose of the master plan is
to develop a short, medium and long-term vision for the
precinct.
This report summarises the background information, site
analysis, consultation as well as providing a vision, master
plan drawing and other supplementary design information.

Sport and Recreation Plan

Figure 2. zoning plan map from Planning Scheme

Figure 1. aerial photo of Lake Fred Tritton

Lake Fred Tritton
recreation area
open space and
recreation
community purposes
residential
commercial

Relevant community consultation outcomes within this document
included; the need for more shade at the Lake precinct and the
possibility of increased youth recreation facilities (more specifically
a skate park, dirt jumps and flying fox).
Relevant recommendations pertaining to Lake Fred Tritton include:
 investigating methods for removing the weeds from Lake
Fred Tritton, particularly before events such as the fishing
competition (still relevant and to be included in master plan)
 placing distance markers at 0.25km distances indicating
the distance as well as the number of steps (encouraging
the 10,000 Steps program) on the walking path around Lake
Fred Tritton, along the Heritage Walk and the Town Walk (this
proposal is no longer relevant)
 installing additional items to the water playground at Lake
Fred Tritton and/or a climbing structure or long chain swings
to provide additional, non-traditional play opportunities (this
can still be included in master plan)
 developing a shaded skatepark and half-court basketball court
at Lake Fred Tritton (this is no longer relevant as a skate park
facility has been developed elsewhere).
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The consultation identified a number of site opportunities and issues, all which have been
summarised in Appendix 1.
Overall, the local community were proud of the Lake and the surrounding parkland. Many
people believed it was a wonderful and unique asset having a large body of water with a
range of facilities close to town. Additionally, they felt it was a big drawcard for visitors to stay
in Richmond, both tourists and out of town residents.
Some of the more prevalent comments however included:
 creating a formal event and gathering space which would it turn provide for more events
 increase shade and seating opportunities
 improving access to the water
 widen and improve pathways
 provide additional amenities (toilets)
 improve overall maintenance and park amenity
 increase the irrigation around the Lake (in a manner that is not wasteful)
 install a solar powered water feature in the middle of the Lake (i.e. a fountain)
 upgrade the water park
 place exercise equipment around the Lake
 improve and formalise the maintenance regime to minimise the duckweed
 conceal the unattractive bins
 provide a beach volleyball court to the southern recreation end of the Lake
 increase greenery and garden planting.
Any additional comments received during the public review of the draft master plan will be
considered by council when finalising the plan.
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Contextual analysis
Open space context

The site accommodates one of the only two playgrounds
within Richmond (the other being at Bobby Murray Memorial
Park).

People context
Richmond Shire has a small population of approximately
1,000 people. The population is expected to decline.
Richmond also has an aging population, with an expected
increase of over 65 year olds from 9.7% to 23.8% (between
2006 and 2031).
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The Lake Tritton precinct comprises five land parcels, namely:
 100/SP211005 - State Reserve
 14/SP169662 - Freehold - Richmond Shire Council
 8/RT125 - Freehold - Richmond Shire Council
 4/SP198373 - Freehold - Richmond Shire Council
 3/SP198419 - Freehold - Richmond Shire Council.

Park features and embellishments
The park surrounding the Lake offers a variety of activity and
recreation opportunities. Park features include a 1.5m wide
walking path around the Lake, seating, picnic facilities and
shelters. In addition, the park provides a small water play area,
shaded playgrounds and outdoor exercise equipment. There is a
boat ramp and three jetties that provide access to the Lake.

Existing use

water play
playground
picnic shelters
jetty
water channels

P
1.5m wide concrete pathway with moveable nets behind
boat ramp

Lakeview
Caravan Park

Bushtucker
Garden

There is a toilet block on the southern edge of the park and one
toilet cubicle near the northern car park.
stones to lake edgie and concrete platform for fishing

The park is well used by locals and visitors. Activities within the
Lake itself include skiing, jetskiing, canoeing/kayaking, swimming
and fishing. The park embellishments surrounding the Lake provide
for a range of active and passive recreation opportunities.

concrete
platform

Annual events are held at the Lake, including the October Moon
Festival, the annual fishing competition and the DirtBike Enduro.
Figure 4. land tenure map
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The town itself is a popular rest stop for travellers (including
Grey Nomads and families) travelling the “Overlanders
Way”and the “Dinosaur Trail” tourist routes.
Figure 3. context map
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Lake Fred Tritton is located within 500m of the central
business district of Richmond. It is also located adjacent to
the Lakeview Caravan Park.
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Design drivers

The table below provides some design opportunities which will inform the design and planning of the master plan. These design opportunities have
been borne as a result of the findings from the background research, site analysis and consultation stages (see appendix 1).
Item

Design opportunities

Rationale

Item

Design opportunities

Rationale

5.3

develop a signage strategy and reduce
signage clutter within park.




there is currently a lot of ad hock signage around the Lake, that appears cluttered
an information/interpretive sign could be developed that explains the aquatic plant
functioning of the Lake i.e. the aquatic grasses, the floating and ground vegetation
within the Lake, as well as councils eradication programs. Some plants may be
perceived by the community as weeds where they may actually perform a positive
function and have no threats. Educating the community of this may be beneficial



provide new amenity facility near where (the majority of) people gather (for events
and festivals) near water treatment area. (A pump station might be required here to
address the site levels and sewerage lines).
provide additional toilet at northern car park with separate male and female cubicle

1.0 General

1.1

design to accommodate a range of
activities for people of all ages. Design to be
particularly cognisant of providing for shortterm travellers and the elderly




Richmond has a declining and aging population, however it attracts a number of
visitors, including Grey Nomads and families
the Lake precinct is a wonderful asset to the community and is a unique recreation
area

develop two large signs at north and south
car parking/ recreation areas with map,
regulatory and interpretive information
5.4

provision of additional amenities (toilets)

5.5

develop a new pontoon on the western edge
of the Lake

2.0 Vehicles and parking

2.1

reseal road and car parking areas as part of
an ongoing maintenance regime



due to the nature of the soil, ongoing maintenance is required for the road surfacing

3.0 Pedestrian circulation and access

3.1

widen the pathways to approximately 2.1m.
This is to be completed in stages.







3.2

3.3

pathways are considered to be too narrow (1.5m) and are beginning to crack
new paths are to be constructed in stages as not to disrupt the recreation
opportunities at the park and to be financially viable for council
additional pathways are not required
existing upgraded pathways to be graded and sloped to avoid stagnation of water
note: the upkeep of pathways is an ongoing maintenance issue for council due to the
black soil. Path upgrades are to be consistent with existing path colour, materials
etc.

topdress and returf edges to pathway, where
the soil has sunk




this is a safety hazard as well as an amenity issue
it is understood that this may be an ongoing maintenance task due to the nature of
the soil

upgrade and repair bridges (short-term)




repair bridge near water park (safety issue). Paint the bridges to make them tidy
when bridges have reached the end of their life cycle, replace them with
appropriately graded bridges for wheelchair access

replace bridges (medium-term)
3.4

plant shrubs (e.g. Lomandra) alongside
pathway near the Bushtucker Gardens



this will prevent water and rocks from entering onto path

3.5

pedestrian lighting to remain




current solar bollard lighting level is appropriate for use
possibility of changing bulb lux in future

3.6

provide more sand for beach at swimming
area



current swimming area is accessible for swimmers, however the beach area could
be improved

4.0 Use and activities

4.1

ensure buoys reach either bank edge



to prevent possible motorised crafts from entering swimming area

4.2

dogs on-leash regulation to remain as existing




fencing off an area within park for a dog off-leash would not be supported
current on-leash regulation to remain whereby owners are responsible for the
behaviour of their dogs and unleash their dogs at their own risk
dog waste bags need to be provided as a part of a council maintenance program


4.3

business opportunities could be encouraged
within the Lake precinct. These would require
council approval




opportunity for kayaks and paddle boat hire facility
a kiosk or similar could be located at car park at end of Hiller Street (selling icecreams etc.)



provide additional seating at appropriate
intervals around the Lake




existing seating to be replaced and additional seating be placed around Lake
new seating to be heritage red benches (as per the existing streetscape typology)

5.2

develop a permanent outdoor multi-purpose
stage, with roof and stage area. This is to
include ample power



a permanent stage area with roof would be used for multiple events (including
providing an additional shelter for the fishing event)
stage would be orientated with Lake as backdrop and designed/themed as per
existing park structures
possibility in future to address requests for the child minding, kitchen, bar area etc.
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a new pontoon could extend out into the deeper water and could be in the form of a
T-shape to allow for more fishing on one pontoon
the pontoon could be placed to the rear of the proposed stage and have a dual
purpose of providing a scenic platform for dinners, weddings etc.
the proposed pontoon (or an existing one) could have railings for children to fish from

5.6

provision of new beach volleyball facility




to be located near the bbq/play facility
this is not a permanent structure, but would have the four posts, with sand and a
soft edging (possibly concrete with softfall on). The big picnic shelter shines light
onto the Lake so potentially this could be used to light the courts

5.7

provide bin enclosures/ bin screening



existing bins are unsightly. Bins could be placed together, and screened or
alternatively using council’s new bin typologies (to still be developed)
no additional bins are required, other than temporary bins during the October Moon
Festival and fishing event


5.8

improve water park





water park elements to remain with an additional dinosaur pole water feature
provide shade/plant trees to western edge
relay new softfall and grade as to prevent pooling of water
new softfall shape could be redefined to more organic with a lighter and brighter
colour surface
water rockery could be planted and reshaped as a part of the water park
ensure water runoff and pooling is addressed
remove shower facility (outdated and not in working condition)






5.9

relocate exercise equipment



relocate equipment to around the Lake path at equal intervals

5.10

improve play equipment



when existing play equipment near fig trees reaches the end of its useful life, provide
new play equipment to location of existing exercise equipment. New play equipment
to include a climbing net/structure, swings and raised fossil sandpit. Possibility of
introducing dinosaur into the play area
opportunity to incorporate unstructured play elements e.g. bridges, dry creek bed,
balancing elements and stepping stones. These can be low cost
new playground to be shaded to match existing shelters with tree planting around
a cricket pitch could be developed along the western bank of the Lake, should space
permit




5.11

install solar powered water fountain to Lake
centre



5.12

create a rocky labyrinth adjacent to
Bushtucker Garden (within the open space)



this could be undertaken by volunteers using local rocks. In the middle could be a
moonrock/fossil or similar. Trees and shrubs could surround the feature to provide
shade and form an extension to the Bushtucker Garden

5.13

replace existing taps with drinking fountains



drinking fountains will reduce the existing water consumption (and waste) by having
a spring tap/timer button. Having the external steel casing may provide some
insulation to create a cooler water temperature than the existing exposed pipes
water fountains should include a dog bowl

5.0 Park facilities and embellishments

5.1







this would provide an attractive entry feature into Richmond as well as circulating
and aerating the Lake water
the fountain would be switched off during golf event
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Design drivers

Item

Design opportunities

Rationale

5.14

conceal pipes around Lake



existing pipes that enter Lake are unsightly and should be concealed and the Lake
edge improved

5.15

break open concrete channel at park and
create a planted dry creek bed



this could be planted swale with rocks and planting

Item

Design opportunities

Rationale

7.3

develop a manual that lists the building and
embellishment typologies used for the park
(potentially for all of Richmond). A copy of
the most recent master plan drawing could
be placed in here to ensure consistency and
adherence to the overall long-term vision for
the site



6.0 Amenity and comfort

6.1

plant shade trees throughout park and place
artificial shade over new seating along bank








6.3

screen Ergon substation with tree planting

6.4

provide more garden and planted areas within 
the Lake Precinct







there is little shade around the park
plant shade trees (both fast growing smaller trees and slower growing larger trees).
provide shade sails over recreation areas
plant trees to screen the water treatment facility
plant along northern bank of Lake to provide shade to pathway and to waters edge
(to help reduce duckweed) with planting around
plant more shade trees along western bank edge and parkland. Trees could be
located to allow for shade and frame the stage/gathering area, while allowing clear
views into the park from highway as well vehicular access during the fishing event



7.4



7.5

improve water consumption within Lake
precinct. Install a water meter and regularly
check water consumption



the existing water consumption at the Lake needs to be monitored, especially with
regard to:
− leaking irrigation pipes (these are also to be repaired)
− taps left on (replace with drinking fountains)
− over irrigating of some areas. (For example the grass area near the playground
appears to be over-irrigated and can be wet and boggy after irrigation, this
area does not need so much water and should be irrigated only the amount as
required)
− general irrigation within Lake precinct should be set on timers (preferably
between 6:00pm and 6:00am) and irrigated with just the amount required

7.6

repair leak within Lake wall



the Lake wall appears to be leaking water. This is evident in the wetland plants
growing along side the bank wall. This requires urgent attention as water is being
lost. Council engineers to remediate and repair Lake wall



7.0 Utilities, services and maintenance

7.1

7.2

establish a monitoring and maintenance
schedule that provides information on timely
checks and monitoring for the Lake



establish a report and comments tool,

whereby residents can “report a problem” e.g.
on the council website

it has been mentioned that some of the areas within the park “appear untidy” and
require additional maintenance. This may be resolved through a systematic and
priority driven maintenance manual for example:
− park embellishments to be checked at certain intervals to ensure they are safe
and in good condition
− pathways to be checked to ensure they do not pose a trip hazard, and are to be
repaired as required
− pathways require more regular sweeping and clearing
− Bushtucker Garden maintenance (including removal of branches etc.)
− weed removal and mowing
− turf topdressing and fertilising, including regular topdressing beside pathways
− irrigation pipes to be checked for leaks
− irrigation times, duration and water consumption to be recorded
− duckweed control i.e. annual Roundup application and relocating nets every
three months (this is currently not occurring at regular intervals)
− dog waste bags are to be restocked regularly (alternatively the waste bag
holders are to be removed) (note: it has been mentioned during consultation
that the bags have not been replaced since the first installation)
− checking road surfacing (potholes, edges etc)
there seems to be a need for a formal and clear line of reporting from the
community to council. There have been incidences of water leakages and broken
park elements whereby residents do not have a means to report a problem to
the maintenance staff at council. This could be placed on the council website for
e.g. under “Residences” or “Contact Council”. Staff wold need to respond to the
residents within a certain amount of time and explain the action to be undertaken.
This form can be formally lodged in a “maintenance pending” filing system and, once
completed, move to a “resolved filing system”
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the whole site is completely irrigated (including the Bush Tucker Garden), however
there is not an up-to-date plan of where these pipes are, where they go and how
they are connected. Some of the pipes have been switched off at different times for
certain reasons, and have not been switched back on
irrigation pipes that were leaking broken and then switched off (for example along
the western part of the Lake and along the bank) need to be fixed and the system
switched back on again

improve irrigation within Lake precinct by:
 identifying existing irrigation pipes within
the Lake precinct and draw up a current
“as- built” irrigation plan layout
 ensuring all pipes are in good working
order and all leaks repaired
 switching on all irrigation throughout
the park (and see item 7.5: water
consumption)

to be planted with dense native trees that are hardy, dense and/or large
trees are to be to have galvanised mesh sapling guards around (800mm high and
350mm diameter). See Arborgreen Landscape products for more information
areas planted with native shrubs require less irrigation and maintenance and
provide interest and colour to the landscape
provide planting to car parks and playground/picnic areas, along the bank at Hiller
Street and adjacent to the paths at Bushtucker Gardens (to reduce rocks and water
falling onto pathway)
planting of macrophytes in some areas of Lake edges (where water access is not
required) may assist in providing water habitat for birds and providing a mechanism
to help clean and filter water. It would also provide an attractive edge to the Lake and
reduce some of the duckweed problems



development of this type of manual allows for consistency in replacement of park
typologies, especially where there may be a loss of knowledge when staff leave
council and are replaced. This manual can be added to or changed as park elements
change
the manual can include: concrete colour and consistency for pathways where they
are to be repaired (to avoid the ad hock use of bitumen or plain concrete) as well as
park embellishment typology, colour, manufacturer and contact details (benches,
shelters, signage, drinking fountains, bins, lighting, barbecues, play equipment, etc.)
the reddish colour theme within the Lake precinct works well in that it disguises the
red and yellow pigments from the water
shelters need to ensure they are orientated so that the lower side of the wave faces
west

8.0 Other

8.1

level out fill area to north of northern parking
area



area flatten bank area to rear of Lake at the fill area. This will ensure that there is
enough space for the tents during the Enduro event

8.2

in the future there is an opportunity to
relocate the RV area to the space between
the Lake and Golf Club



the current RV site on Hiller Street is not very appealing to visitors. Relocating the
RV area closer to the Lake would be more appealing to visitors as it is closer to
the Lake, and in walking distance to town (and therefore may attract more people
to Richmond). The dump point could remain where it is. Further investigations are
required as to the economic expenditure of these types of travellers staying longer in
Richmond versus paid campers

8.3

lock the power box at the Lake. Council to
hold key



there are people that camp overnight at the Lake and use the free power (and
shower and toilet facilities)
key location to be known so that when needed for maintenance, repairs etc, it can
be easily located and retrieved
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Vision

Concept plan

Lake Fred Tritton is a comfortable,
attractive and active district recreation
park. It services the local residents,
but is also an attractive destination to
surrounding communities and visitors
to Richmond.
Lake Fred Tritton is a welcoming place
that boasts a range of activities suitable
for people of all ages and abilities.

Bushtucker garden





Northern entry precinct

possible
future RV
area
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paint existing bridge (replace in longer
term with all access bridge)
provide double row of Melaleuca’s and
low shrubs (e.g. Lomandra) to either
side of pathway
create a rocky labyrinth and shade
tree planting adjacent to Bushtucker
Garden (within the open space area)
regular maintenance and irrigation
required.
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additional
cubicle

plant trees and shrubs along northern Lake edge, near
the picnic facilities. Vegetation to be placed to allow for
access into to Lake
reseal the road and car parking as required
upgrade the existing toilet to allow for additional cubicle
plant native shrubs and trees along Hiller Street
as entry planting for amenity and reduction in
public toilets with disabled
maintenance
cubicle, and basin on the outside
install one park sign within recreation area, this will
contain all regulatory and interpretive signage for the
Lake precinct
level out fill area to north of parking area
in the long-term there is an option of relocating the RV
area to the space between the Lake and Golf Club.

Lake wall

new sign





all-access bridge
fossil sandpit





balancing elements

labyrinth

Gathering space


dinosaur water play

repair leak within Lake wall
replace existing seats with new
seat typology under artificial shade
repair irrigation pipe along wall and
turn on irrigation.








develop a permanent outdoor multipurpose stage, with roof and stage area. The
new fishing pontoon is to be located behind stage/ platform
develop a new toilet block near water treatment facility
screen water treatment facility with trees and shrubs
plant shade trees within open area, while allowing views into Lake from Highway
as well as still allowing vehicular access. Trees to frame stage/gathering area
remove existing concrete channel and create planted meandering dry creek bed
paint existing bridge (replace in longer term with all access bridge)
conceal existing exposed pipes
topdress and fertilise turf
ensure regular maintenance and appropriate irrigation to whole area
option of developing a cricket pitch in the flatter area of the gathering space.

drinking fountain with
kangaroo proof guards dog bowl and spring
back taps

Water filtering
new new
amenities



new
stage and
pontoon



plant macrophytes to areas of Lake edges
where access to the Lake is not required
install solar powered water fountain to Lake
centre.

Recreation area
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relocate and upgrade playground to include climbing net/structure, swings, raised
fossil sandpit as well as traditional play equipment. Play area to also include
unstructured play elements including bridges, meandering planted dry creek bed,
balancing elements and stepping stones (replace existing bridge to be part of
unstructured play element)
increase natural and artificial shade (to replicate existing shade structures)
conceal exposed pipe within Lake
provide seating areas under shade near playgrounds, water park and along pathway
improve swimming experience by ensuring buoys rech either side of bank and
adding more sand to edge
develop new beach volleyball court
place one park sign within the recreation area, this will contain all regulatory and
interpretive signage for the Lake precinct
upgrade water park by regrading area to prevent pooling of water, relaying new
softfall, installing an additional water structure and removing the existing outdoor
shower
climbing net
lock the power board
plant native shrubs around picnic and play facilities.
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Pathways and seating

widen pathways to approximately 2.1m (to be completed in
stages). New paths to be graded to allow sufficient water runoff
and avoid pooling
 top-dress and returf edges to pathway, where the soil has sunk
 install seating at regular intervals around Lake. Remove existing
seating typology and replace with streetscape seating typology
 relocate exercise equipment at intervals around Lake
 replace existing taps with drinking fountains
 regularly check and restock dog waste bags.
150m
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1 resealed and graded car park. Tree planting along Lake edge to

provide shade

2 bank to be planted with trees and native shrubs to reduce mowing

and water requirements
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3 tree planting and grass/macrophyte planting to Lake edge in this

area to create more attractive edge and help reduce duckweed

8

4 extend toilet block to include additional (disabled) cubicle. Basin

to be located to exterior
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5 pipe outlets to be concealed, i.e. placed underground with a

submerged grate, or concealing pipes with grasses and shrub
planting

10
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9
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6 channels to be planted with rocks and shrubs to create “dry creek

3

bed” appearance

4
6

7 rocky labyrinth with moonrock/fossil in centre. Trees and seating

around
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13

8 planted bank with trees and shrubs

2
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9 planting to either side of pathway to prevent water and rocks from

12

entering onto path. Additional tree planting along pathway

3

10 permanent outdoor multi-purpose stage with t-shaped pontoon

6

5

11 proposed toilet block
12 water park to be upgraded with new dinosaur water play element.

New bridge to be shifted to create improved water play space.
Softfall to be relayed as per new layout

13 existing play space under figs to be removed and new playground

5
18

13
14

16

with swings, climbing structures, seating and artificial shade to be
installed adjacent to existing fenced play area

14 proposed beach volleyball facility
15 rocks and macrophyte planting to Lake edge
16 solar powered water fountain

5

17 5x benches along lake bank with artificial shade over
18 information sign

Legend

existing trees
proposed trees
min 2.1m wide pathways,
sealed with colour to
match existing

exercise equipment to be
relocated to around lake at
equal intervals
toilet blocks

15

softfall

proposed park benches
17

Scale 1:2000 @ A3

50

100m

Note: The drawings provided are for concept purposes only
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Details and cross sections

planting to Lake edge (see note 3 of master plan)

pedestrian bridges over planted “dry creek beds” (see note 6 of master plan)

section through north western Lake edge showing grass and macrophyte planting. Shade
trees, such as Melaleuca sp, planted adjacent to Lake
section through bridge over planted
swales with placed rocks to appear
as a “dry creek bed”

permanent outdoor multi-purpose stage with t-shaped pontoon (see note 10 of master plan)

stage viewing area

multipurpose stage

section through proposed outdoor multipurpose stage, pathway and pontoon
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Planting palette

Vegetation
The planting palette provides some information on appropriate plant species
which could be introduced into the Lake Fred Tritton precinct to provide
shade and amenity. These species are well suited to the climatic conditions
within and around Richmond.

Shrubs

Macrophytes

The shrubs listed below are suited to the arid conditions within Richmond. Many of the selected
species will provide colour and amenity as well as adding elements of interest and variation to the
landscape. Introducing shrubs into a parkland, over time will reduce the maintenance required to
keep the parkland green and tidy (less irrigation, turf and irrigation).

The introduction of macrophytes along certain
areas of the Lake edge will provide some shade,
thereby discouraging the growth of the duckweed.
Furthermore, macrophytes aid in filtering nutrients
out of the water as well as softening the Lake edge.
They may also provide habitat for native birds.

Shrub species include:
 Baeckea crassifolia - Desert Heath Myrtle
 Eremophila sp. (e.g. bowmanii) - native fuchias
 Gossypium sturtianum - Sturt’s Desert Rose
 Grevillea formosa - Mt Brockman Grevillea
 Lomandra multiflora - Mat Rush
 Melastona affine - Blue Tongue
 Melaleuca “Golden Gem”.

Shade Trees
Trees have been selected to provide shade within the
park. Many of these species will grow well along the
Lake edge, and tolerate a level of “wet feet”.
By planting some trees along the northern edge of
the Lake (as well as throughout the precinct).Some of
the Lake edges will be shaded, thereby inhibiting the
growth of duckweed.
These shade tree species include:
 Alstonia scholaris - Milky Pine
 Brachychiton collinus - Outcrop Kurrajong
 Khaya senegalensis - African Mahogany
 Melaleuca argente - Silver Cadjeput
 Melaleuca bracteata - Black Teatree
 Melaleuca leucadendra - Weeping Teatree
 Melaleuca quinquenervia - Broadleaf Paperbark
 Callistemon ‘Boulia’ - Boulia Bottlebrush
 Callistemon salignus - White Bottlebrush
 Eucalyptus camaldulensis - River Red Gum
 Eucalyptus leucophylla - Cloncurry Box.
A scholaris, B collinus and K senegalensis prefer to
be planted in the more drier upper slopes of the Lake
area, while the other trees can tolerate the lower wetter
bank edge.

Gossypium sturtianum

Eremophila bowmanii

Lomandra multiflora

Melastona affine

Plant species include:
 Cyperus sp. (e.g. C difformis)
 Eleocharis sp
 Juncus sp. (e.g. J usitatus)
 Lomandra sp (e.g. L multiflora)
 Schoenoplectus mucronatus.

Melaleuca “Golden Gem”
Juncus sp.

Melaleuca and Callistemon species are likely to grow
faster and provide shade sooner then the larger
Eucalyptus species, however, in the long term the
Eucalyptus species will provide better shade coverage.

Grevillea formosa

Cyperus sp.

Melastona affine
Schoenoplectus mucronatus

Khaya senegalensis

Eleocharis sp
Callistemon salignus

Melaleuca argentea

Alstonia scholaris
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Staging and recommendations

The table below provides a recommended staging plan for implementation, based on short, medium and longer term priorities. The information
should be used as a flexible guide- changes in priorities or budgetary/funding opportunities may alter the staging sequence. More detailed
description of each of the stages can be found within Section 4 Design Drivers and Section 6 Master Plan.
Item

Design opportunities

Rationale

Stage 1

Item

Design opportunities

Rationale

Stage 4

1.1

repair leak within Lake wall

4.1

widen pathways along bank wall and complete all new pathways to 2.1m wide. Colour to match existing. Topdress turf as necessary

1.2

establish a systematic and priority driven monitoring and maintenance schedule

4.2

1.3

repair bridge near water park (remediate safety issue). Paint the bridges (short term)

remove existing seating along lake bank and replace with new heritage red seating under artificial shelters (shelters to match existing
style within Lake precinct)

1.4

topdress and returf edges to pathway where the soil has sunk, to reduce safety hazards

1.5

provision of new beach volleyball facility near the bbq/play facility. Facility to include four posts, with sand and a soft edging (possibly
concrete with softfall) only

1.6

screen ERGON substation with tree planting, utilising galvanised sapling guards to prevent damage from wildlife

Stage 2

Stage 5

5.1

relocate exercise equipment to around path at equal intervals on softfall

5.2

install new playground with shade structure to previous exercise equipment area. play equipment to include climbing wall and net,
swings and combo play structure. Remove existing play equipment under figs and relocate existing picnic table and chairs away from fig
roots. Existing play ground land to be remediated

Stage 6

2.1

develop a manual that lists the building and embellishment typologies used for the park (potentially for all of Richmond)

2.2

develop “as is irrigation plan” for Lake Fred, thereby identifying and mapping the layout of existing irrigation pipes

2.3

check irrigation is in good working order. Identify and repair leaks and switch on all irrigation pipes. Check irrigation levels to ensure no
over watering (puddles) or under watering within areas of the Lake precinct

Stage 7

2.4

set irrigation within Lake precinct on timers (preferably between 6:00pm and 6:00am) and irrigated with just the amount required

7.1

provide an additional toilet cubicle at northern car park

2.5

install a water meter to assist in monitoring water consumption

7.2

reseal and regrade northern and southern car parks. Level fill area to north of northern car park area, flatten bank area to rear

2.6

establish a report and comments tool so that incidences, such as burst pipes etc, can be reported to Council

7.3

grade and plant trees and shrubs on bank along Hiller Road Reserve

2.7

lock the power box at the Lake. Council Parks manager to hold key

Stage 8

Stage 3

6.1

redevelop and upgrade water park including installation of dinosaur water feature, new softfall layout, removal of shower, adequate
drainage and run-off and provision of tree planting,

6.2

conceal unsightly pipes around Lake

8.1

develop a permanent outdoor multi-purpose stage, with roof and stage area. This is to include ample power

3.1

widen pathway along western edge of Lake to 2.1m wide (from car park/Bushtucker Gardens to water play park). Colour to match
existing. Replace the three bridges with more accessible and contemporary pedestrian bridges

8.2

develop a new T-shape pontoon placed to the rear of the proposed stage and have a dual purpose of providing a scenic platform for
dinners, weddings etc.

3.2

plant wide planting of shrubs (e.g. Lomandra) along both sides of the new widened pathway, near the Bushtucker Gardens, to assist in
preventing stones and water entering pathway

Stage 9

3.3

plant grasses and macrophytes to northern Lake edge and in front of Bushtucker Gardens

3.4

rocks and planting to south western portion of lake to reduce duckweed and provide a planted bank edge. rocks to harden bank wall
edge

3.4

construct rocky labyrinth, with pathways and seating

3.5

grade, cultivate soil and plant shrubs along bank, east of water treatment plant

3.6

create planted “dry creek bed” along water channels. Channels to be designed to give more natural appearance with rocks placed and
planted with shrubs and grasses

3.7

plant shade trees throughout parkland, as per master plan

3.8

install 9 x park benches (typology as per town centre typology) to western portion of Lake precinct

3.9

provide more sand for beach at swimming area

3.10

ensure buoys reach either bank edge, to prevent possible motorised crafts from entering swimming area

RICHMOND SHIRE COUNCIL - Lake Fred Tritton Master Plan

9.1

develop a signage strategy and reduce signage clutter within park. Develop two large signs at north and south car parking/ recreation
areas with map, regulatory and interpretive information

9.2

replace existing taps with drinking fountains. These are to include a dog bowl

Stage 10

10.1

provide attractive bin enclosures/ bin screenings

10.2

install solar powered water fountain to Lake centre as entry feature into Richmond and for water circulation

Stage 11

11.1

provide new amenity facility near water treatment area

Appendix 1
Summary of consultation
Community consultation



A survey was distributed throughout the community to gain information as to what the local
residents like and dislike about the Lake precinct, as well as what they thought could be done to
improve the precinct from a recreation and amenity point of view.
Overall, the local community were proud of the Lake and its surrounding parkland. Many
residents believed it was a wonderful and unique asset having a large body of water with a
range of facilities, so close to town, for residents to use for recreation, exercise, gathering and
socialising. Additionally, they felt it was a big drawcard for visitors to stay in Richmond, both
tourists and out-of-town residents (including Julia Creek, Hughenden and the rural community,
who usually stay at the campsite for weekends).
While the community were generally satisfied with the recreation opportunities that the Lake
precinct provided, many believed that the site could be greatly improved and be made more user
friendly and amenable. The main three issues that were highlighted throughout the feedback
process are summarised below:
 build a formal event and gathering space which would it turn provide for more events
community comment:
− there is no formal space for events and gatherings. There are opportunities for
additional events at the Lake other than the October Moon Festival
community suggestions:
− create a permanent outdoor stage, with power that could be utilised for multi-purpose
events (e.g. weddings, theatre, New Years Eve celebrations, music and dance concerts).
This could attract travelling musicians and performers to Richmond as part of their tour
− an outdoor stage could include new toilet facility (this could also provide amenities
closer to the motorised sport precinct)
− The stage could incorporate artworks on the outside, and good acoustics on the inside.
The stage could incorporate a wave roof (as per the existing shade structures)
 increase shade and seating opportunities
community comment:
− there is a shortage of seating throughout the park (e.g. elderly walkers often walk from
the parking just to the first or second set of seats as there is insufficient seating around
the Lake)
− the lack of shade was a concern, particularly having no respite from the harsh sun,
causing sunburn, resulting in less desire to go to the Lake
community suggestions
− provide more seating and rest areas around the Lake. This could include providing
seats under trees
− provide more shade around the Lake (including at the water park), even if in the short
term it comprises shade sails
 improving access to the water (including removal of duckweed)
community comment:
− some people get rashes from the duckweed and lice, discouraging them from
swimming
− the duckweed makes it difficult to access the water
community suggestions:
− remove duckweed from Lake
− provide improved access to the Lake edge (e.g. create a pontoon or similar for
swimming access into the Lake)
Other valuable comments included:
 the precinct looks rundown and untidy. There is a need for improved park maintenance
(irrigation, cleaning rocks and dirt off pathway, light repairs)
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improve pathways and connections
− widen to allow for runners/walkers passing and for prams (currently too narrow)
− grade the drops to the path edges for safety and repair the cracking and eroding
pathway
− water on the pathway, near the water park, lies stagnant, this should be repaired
− repair the bridges
− provide additional pathways connecting to main path
− lighting is generally poor in the mornings and evenings and the light height at the path
near the church makes it difficult to see the pathway
provide a RV friendly area between the Golf Course and the Lake. This would be more
appealing to visitors (and may attract more people) than the current RV area on Hillier Road
provide amenities closer to water park and playground/more toilets
occasional conflict of use e.g. boats using beach area
provide additional planting and garden areas
improve bushtucker garden with increased maintenance
opportunities to create a co-op or similar (selling ice cream, fishing tackle, kayak hire etc.)
that is open on weekends. This could be located at the three old roof shacks, and possibly
run by teenagers
solar powered water feature in the middle of the Lake (i.e. a fountain)
improve general park appearance, e.g. irrigating the Lake edges
improve park facilities (more play areas, bins, barbecue facilities and shelters)
upgrade water park and add more elements
build a volleyball court and stairs up the riverside of the Lake for different fitness and
exercises
members of the community exercise their dogs at the Lake. Provide facilities for dogs onleash including provision of dog waste bags and/or incorporate an off-leash dog park. (This
could be shaded with dog drinking taps and agility equipment etc. to attract locals and bring
in tourists with dogs)
concern over safety of dogs that come to the park not being on a leash
provide a mini-cricket pitch
fenced pontoon for children to fish from
include a waterslide and additional play (e.g. swings)
option for exercise equipment to be placed around the pathway (like the Strand, Townsville)
possibility of incorporating a labyrinth into the park near the Bushtucker Gardens. (Notion
has been put forward to council)
“clothing optional” area for swimming
provide a safety swimming pool fence around the Lake
improve access and car parking.












term vision and “wish list”, which may aid in applying for grants)
− this stage facility could be utilised as a multi-purpose facility and could be quite basic
shade, trees and seating:
− councillors believed there was a fair amount of shade at the Lake, however should
more trees be planted it would need to be executed in the cooler months
park embellishments:
− more benches could be provided through out the park, however they should be the
typology used in town (Heritage red curved seating). Seating along the Lake wall to be
placed under artificial shade as trees cannot be planted there
− the fig trees at the playground are causing the play structures and softfall to lift. This
needs to be addressed
− the Ergon substation could be screened with trees
park facilities:
− the existing toilet at the northern car park could have two toilets instead of one
− agreement that the pathway is too narrow and should have been constructed wider
− councillors were not opposed to the proposition of a fountain in the middle of the Lake,
however this depended on financial resources
− exercise equipment is not well used, placing it around the Lake may be a better solution
vehicles and parking:
− during the annual fishing carnival, people park all over the Lake precinct. They have a
formal agreement with council to do so
− parking can be an issue during festivals, however there is enough space and it probably
just needs to be managed better rather than formalised
− concern over the notion of moving the RV area to closer to the Lake as there could
be a conflict between them and caravan park, however it was discussed that creating
more of an amenable RV area could potentially bring more tourists to the Richmond for
longer than one night which may have a money generating spin-off within the town
maintenance:
− there was an agreement that the Lake requires improved maintenance and amenity
− council is undertaking a program to eradicate the duckweed. Round-up will be used in
the cooler months
− there was a leak along the bank wall, whereby some of the irrigation lines were
switched off. This needs to be addressed and the irrigation switched back on. There
needs to be a management system for those areas that are irrigated and those that are
not
other:
− council is happy for people to provide entrepreneurial initiative at the Lake (e.g. running
a co-op, hiring out kayaks etc.). These initiatives would just need councils approval.

Councillor consultation

Council consultation

A councillor meeting was held to discuss some of the issues and opportunities surrounding
the Lake precinct. Additionally some of the comments and feedback from the community
consultation was discussed.

A meeting was held with council staff, particularly those that were responsible for park and street
maintenance, stormwater and engineering, tourism and community services and development.

Generally it was agreed that Lake is the town’s greatest natural and recreation asset and that
it also provides a part of the gateway into Richmond. There is currently no strategy on how to
manage and future plan the Lake. The master plan therefore is important in playing this role.
Specific matters pertaining to the Lake included:
 proposed stage/performance area/gathering space:
− councillors were concerned about (over)investing in a stage/roofed area, particularly
in a town whereby the population is small, and would realistically only be used very few
times a year. The notion of the stage area was supported on the provision that it would
be proposed to be located between the water treatment facility and the playground.
While council would support the notion of this space, they cannot commit to providing
the financial resources to see this developed and it is understood that this space may
be developed through a grant or other funding source. (The master plan provides a long

Topics that were discussed included:
 irrigation:
− The site is completely irrigated (including the Bush Tucker Garden), however there
is not an up to date plan of where these pipes are, where they go and how they are
connected. Some of the pipes have been switched off at different times for certain
reasons, and have not been switched back on
− irrigation pipes that were leaking broken and then switched off (for example along the
western part of the Lake and along the bank wall), need to be fixed and the system
switched back on again
 pathways and surfaces:
− rocks from the Bush Tucker Garden are entering the pathway. This is a constant battle
and needs to be addressed, by retaining the rocks and soil, to ensure that the rocks are
kept off the path
− area of the path near the Bush Tucker Garden get slippery and wheelchairs cannot get

across
the pathway is too narrow and is sinking due to the black soil
the cracks near the bbq area are getting wider
the southern car park holds water when it rains
the softfall surface of the water park gets slippery, there is a buildup of algae, and the
base is coming off. New softfall is needed as well as needing to address capturing
overflow water from the mushroom
the duckweed is an issue all of the way around the Lake and is part of an ongoing
maintenance program
bins at the park are unattractive, they could be concealed or placed in more attractive
containers (for example such as what may be proposed along the streetscape)
council staff need a formal maintenance and reporting program that is adhered to, where
incidences and issues get reported, processed and resolved as they arise
a beach volleyball court would be good near the bbq/play facility. It wouldn’t be a
permanent structure, but rather, four posts, with sand and a soft edging (possibly concrete
with softfall ontop). The big picnic shelter shines light onto the Lake so potentially this could
be used to shine on the courts.
−
−
−
−






Stakeholder consultation
Individual meetings and/or telephone conversations were held with relevant stakeholders in
order to gain an understanding of how they utilised Lake Fred Tritton and how they thought the
site could be improved. The table below summarises the conversations had with each of the
stakeholders.

Lakeview Caravan Park







October Moon Festival Committee





Fish Stocking Association








the annual event is held in the first weekend of October from Saturday morning to
lunchtime Sunday
people camp at the Lake during the event, mainly in the open area to the west of the
Lake. They bring camper trailers into the Lake. It is predominantly a catch and release
competition. Toilets are well-used, and an additional toilet near the water treatment area
would be ideal as this is where the majority of people are. (A pump station might be
required here to address the site levels and sewerage lines.)
the weed poses a problem for the fishermen to get proper access into the water. It is
understood that this weed is unlikely to ever go away completely and therefore more
pontoons that extend out about 3 - 4m into the Lake would be ideal for fisherman to get
past the weed section (the lines get tangled in the weed approx 1 - 2m from the Lake’s
edge). Pontoons, for example on the western edge, wouldn’t impact on the boats that
distance from the edge. Pontoons could extend out and be T-shaped to allow for more
fishing on one pontoon
the Association received a grant for the existing large shelter with bbq, with some council
in kind contributing. These shelters work well and are often full, however during the
festival they cannot secure the area as they do not own it. An additional large shelter on
western edge would be good.

Chamber of Commerce




shade is an issue within the precinct. Trees could be planted all along the western area of
the Lake. Low maintenance native flowering shrubs could be planted along the bare bank
along Hiller Street (below caravan park)
there is an opportunity for a kayak and paddle boat hire facility. A kiosk or similar could be
located at car park at end of Hiller Street.

visitors that come to stay at the campsite love the Lake. Generally there have been no
complaints or suggestions form the campers, other than comments about the tree limbs
left lying around in the Bushtucker Gardens and the general lack of maintenance there
the Gardens are generally full of weeds with branches lying around. In the past this area
was nice and well-maintained. Rocks from the pathway fall onto the pathway
when the dog-poo bag holderswere installed a few years ago, they had poo bags, which
seem to have not ever been restocked
pathway is uneven in places and a part of the bridge near the water park is broken. This
may be a safety and trip hazard
there are people that use the free power (and shower and toilet facilities) to camp
overnight at the Lake. The power box near the toilets should be locked up and only council
have the key. Council could police illegal camping at the Lake.












the Moon Festival has been in operation for seven years. It is held every October in the
Bush Tucker Gardens, whereby a temporary stage, seating and generator is set up and
taken down each year. The intention is that it becomes a boutique event with 300-400
spectators
the Committee would like a permanent stage to house the festival near the Lake, that
would blend into the environment and become a multi-purpose gathering and event
space. A suitable stage could be used for a variety of events for the whole community
(e.g. weddings, outdoor theatre productions, touring vocal artists, gym workouts, exercise/
bootcamp area). Schools could use the facility by taking students down around the Lake
for excursions for subjects e.g. science. The first location preference would be at the Bush
Tucker Garden, with the Lake as a backdrop. Alternatively, the area between the water
treatment facility and childrens playground with a stage backdrop of the Lake
the facility would be roofed and would be pitched and angled to provide shade from the
strong western sun. It would also be connected to power. It would be a flexible space, not
too formal (e.g. no permanent seating area) and include a stage with dance area in front
and perhaps a pontoon or flat area stretching out over the Lake for dinners and weddings
(this could also be used for fishing).
the priorities are
1. the roofed stage and platform (approx 12 x 4m)
2. power (for bands etc.)
3. amenities (these could be placed further up near the water treatment facility, near
truck turning area)
other longer term wish list would be a bar area, kitchen and a safe enclosed area for “Kids
World”. (The current “Kids World” comprises temporary hessian fencing. There are child
minders who look after and provide activities for the children during the event (e.g. face
painting)). Kids World would include a roofed area with a sandpit and cement area where
bean bags, TV etc. would be set up. Temporary parking along Flinders Highway
it is envisaged that the structure would be attractive and placed to catch peoples eye as
they enter Richmond
the front of the stage could have local rock cladding to blend in with the surroundings and
the roof could match the existing shelters, however be bigger with the lower side sloped
towards the west
festivals and gatherings in Richmond are not just for one demographic group, there are
people of all ages from very young to very old, as well as lots of families. All of the age
groups need to be catered for
the Committee hopes that a facility of this sort could be developed this year, and may
be able to be achieved with grant/funding. They do not expect the costs to be borne by
council, but would like council approval and consent.

Dirt Bike Club











the event is held on a Saturday and Sunday around the 22nd of June each year. Saturday
is the junior event and Sunday the senior event
there are approximately 120 riders, and on average there are about 3 spectators per rider
there is no camping at the Lake during this event. People usually stay at the campsite
people that come to the event often comment on what a good event and location it is,
especially being near the Lake where children can swim, people can bbq etc during the
event. There is also good spectator seating to the rear of the Lake bank
the pit area and associated facilities (canteen, lap counter, ambulance area, prize giving,
toilets, etc.) is located within the northern car park area only. The do not use any other
part of the Lake (other than the bank for spectating)
the enduro track is approximately 30km long and starts/finishes below the car park and
end of bank wall
the existing shelter and bbq area is used as the canteen area
they currently bring in portable toilets for the event. They would like more toilets at the
Lake, even just one other toilet next to the existing for one male and one female
the day tents are located to the north of the car park, where council are currently filling
in with soil. This filling is becoming an issue for them to put their tents there as the slope
is getting steeper and the area smaller. They would like the bank to be flatter, as it was
before.

